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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in December

Buffalo Market

Gametime

Draftea

December
Deal Statistics

Rupifi

Fan Control Football

Observable

Plan Radar

Total Deals Announced

151

Non-US Deals

52

Most Active Firm
(US Deals)

Accel

Added to our Watch list

7

Stage of Investments
Seed Round

32

C Round

23

A Round

32

Other

18

B Round

32
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Buffalo Market - 80

Flexible, High-Velocity Food Product Distribution

Round Size

$20 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Construct, Forerunner

Location

San Francisco

Total Raised

$21 Million

The boring old industry of wholesale food distribution is low margin, highly asset intensive, and
consolidated. There are a few handfulls of companies that matter. And they do an adequate job in a
volume business pumping out 5% net to shareholders. The problem is, adequate is not sufficient in the
Information Age, and incumbents are vulernable to a superior entrant.
Buffalo Market aspires to be that superior entrant. They have an asset-light model (they own no trucks)
and a tech-heavy operation that increases profitability to stores, and increases revenue to brands. Their
particular focus is on high-velocity brands, in other words, products that sell out quickly and need steady
replenishment. Old line distributors deliver once a week, and determine store allocation in a way that
often leaves shelves empty.
So why is this a Blitzscaler? Well, there is viral growth embedded in the customer acquisition model.
Stores like the revenue increases, so they introduce additional brands to Buffalo. Brands like the frequent
delivery and reach of Buffalo Market, so they introduce them to stores. As such, revenue at the company
is skyrocketing. There is not much of a netowrk effect here. Geographic customer density does improve
margin, but our argument is more that this is a land grab. That brands are loath to switch from a
distributor with superior reach and service levels. They get a high score for product market fit, as their
traction speaks to intense customer delight. Gross margins are actually not that bad, but we expect them
to be pressured over time. And this is a reasonably scalable model but they have logistical complexity
that keeps those scores down.
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Fan Controlled Football- 81/100
Professional football league where fans call the shots

Round Size

$40 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Lightspeed

Location

Los Angeles

Total Raised

$55 Million

New sports league are a risky bet. E.g. USFL, which never attracted an audience. But also there is All Elite
Wrestling, which did actually take share from WWE. And the way they were successful was to give fans better
access to the players. And what better access than a league where fans call the plays on offense and
defense. FCF sits at the intersection of video games, live sports, and fantasy sports. And they seem to be
getting something right as teams have grown in number, and they just got $40M to help spin up the network
effect.
Sports leagues are classic network effect models. All the best players want to play for the teams with the
most fans and hence the biggest payroll, most media attention, and best sponsorship opportunities. And
fans want to watch all the best players. So the MLB, NFL, PGA NBA are essentially unassailable. FCF is not
trying to bring down the NFL, they are trying to be something very different. But the network effect argument
still holds. We had some disagreement on if it shoudl be a 10/10 or a 9/10. But we went with 10 in the end.
It is somewhat viral, in that this kind of game is better played with friends. So a good score there. Market size
is huge, product market fit and gross margin are not perfect but very good as well. Scalability, on the other
hand, is just awful. These are real sports teams that need to play games in front of fans in a stadium. Huge
organizational and operational challenges. But worth it if the league gets to scale.
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Gametime - 81/100
Same Day Mobile Ticketing

Round Size

$30 Million

Investment Series

Series C

Noted Investors

Accel

Location

San Francisco

Total Raised

$ Million

Stub Hub was the winner that took most in the secondary ticket market. So why are we looking at
Gametime? Well, we feel the market for same day or last minute ticketing has not been won yet. The user
experience with the incumbents is poor, and Gametime saw that opening and is exploiting it beautifully.
All that pent-up demand from pandemic social distancing isn't hurting them either.
We like it primarily for viral growth, as concerts and games are inherently social. We are less excited
about the winner-take-most. Yes, there is a network effect where you want the best tickets selection and
sellers the best audience. But this is more of a user land grab where younger customers want a purely
mobile last minute experience. Product market fit is good, as are margins and market size. There is a
heavy customer service burden here, so that knocks them down on org scalability. But overall a solid
blitzscaling score of 81, meaning it makes sense for Gametime to aggressively establish itself as the
mobile ticketing leader.
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Rupifi- 81/100
NFTfi is a simple NFT collateralized lending marketplace where you may use
your NFT assets as collateral for a loan or lend to other users.

Round Size

$25 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Bessemer, Tiger Global

Location

Bangalore

Total Raised

$31 Million

Buy now pay later (BNPL) is becoming main stream with consumers who can't get or don't like credit
cards. There is no interest to pay, and sign-up is quick and easy. The early players in the US (Klarna,
Affirm) are now at scale. But the rest of the world is up for grabs, and Rupify wants to be Affirm in India.
Bessemer and Tiger are hoping to help them do it with a $25M A round.
Scoring this company is like scoring every other BNPL, and we have seen so many at this point. Even
Apple has a product being released in late Q3. So why is this a Blitzscaler? Well, there is a merchant land
grab, where merchants generally stick with their BNPL provider. It is a pain to switch, and the incentive to
switch is low as they all offer the same value proposition. Distribution is enhanced by eCommerce
platforms, and etailers tend to follow one another. It is also better for consumers to have a single BNPL
provider so they can track their debt more easily.
Product market fit is good, we assume. And everything else is 10/10 except for org scalaiblity which we
dock for customer service challenges. Any time there is money involved or debt collection, the people
have to scale with the business.
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Observable - 81/100
Sharable, Collaborative Advanced Data Visualization Tools

Round Size

$35 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

Menlo, Sequoia

Location

San Francisco

Total Raised

$25 Million

First, we recommend that you visit observablehq.com and check out the product before reading this so
you understand the product. It is essentially collaborative, no- code data visualization for distributed
teams. And the use case drives viral growth, which is rare and powerful in enterprise software. The
network effects are not as strong, but there is a land grab element to the business.
We wish the market size was bigger. And the product market fit might not be everything users want yet.
But the margins and scalability are superb, leading to a 81/100 score and hence Observable should
follow an aggressive growth strategy taking market share before competitors copy them.
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Plan Radar - 83/100
Document Management for Construction Projects

Round Size

$70 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

Insight Partners

Location

Vienna, Austria

Total Raised

$129 Million

There are project implementations even less predictable than software, and construction is certainly one
of them. But while software project management has a myriad of tools available now, construction does
not. And the dollars at stake are enormous, making this a very big and worthwhile problem to solve.
But is this a blitzscaler? We think it is. There are significant network effects here. The general contractor,
the architects, the sub contractors, they all work on multiple projects simultaneously, and would far prefer
to use the same tools on all of them. So that drives a winner-take-most dynamic. It also drives viral
growth, as success on one project will cause market participants to bring the tool to their other projects.
It is still early here, so we can't give full credit for product market fit, but all of the other metrics are a
10/10 leading to a strong 83 total for Plan Radar.
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Draftea - 92/100
Daily fantasy sports for the spanish speaking world

Round Size

$13 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Sequoia

Location

Mexico City

Total Raised

$13 Million

There are Fan Duel and Draft Kings for the english speaking world. But who is bringing fantasy sports to
latin americans who want to play in Spanish? Draftea (Mexico City) is aiming to be that service, and they
got Sequoia's attention for their A round. A shout out to our friends at Bullpen Capital who are also in this
one.
What makes fantasy sports companies Blitzscalers? Well, it is inherently social, which means viral. So
once the leader is established it explodes. For a network effect, players want to be on the service that
everyone else is on. That means the biggest prizes and best social experience. It is a bit like a MMOG that
never gets old as appetitie for sports betting is insatiable.
We docked them for product market fit, since it is so early, and org scalability, since there is a lot of
customer service to support. But really this is a play where you want to spend on advertising to establish
a leadership position and then accelerate from there.
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